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Abstract—Measurements of link bandwidth and available
bandwidth are getting increasingly important in the Inter-
net. One example is to verify service level agreements (cus-
tomer: “Do I get the bandwidth I’m paying for?”).

When developing accurate measurement methods based
on active probing it is important to understand (at the
packet level) how probe-packet flows and cross-traffic flows
interact with each other. Several existing methods rely on
packet-pair or packet-train methods. In this paper we in-
vestigate an effect that only packet trains can suffer from.
Hence, we rise the thought that there might be a significant
difference in measurement results when probing a network
path using packet-pair and packet-train methods. We show,
by an example, that the variance measure will give different
results depending on the probing method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of link bandwidth and available band-
width on an end-to-end basis are getting increasingly im-
portant on the Internet. The measurements are done by
injecting probe packets into the network and then use an
algorithm to calculate link bandwidth or available band-
width. There are two main techniques for collecting the
data to be feed into the algorithms: packet-pair [1], [2],
[3], [4], [5], [6] and packet-train [1], [7], [8], [9] meth-
ods. This poster will show how cross traffic is interacting
with probe packets using both methods - and then ask the
question whether the data from the two different methods
actually can be used to measure the same characteristics.
We have identified cross traffic effects on packet trains, not
applicable to packet-pair techniques, that gives reason to
believe that packet-train and packet-pair methods does not
give the same information when collecting the same num-
ber of measurement points. Hence, more research needs to
be done in this area.

II. DEFINITIONS

To analyze the behavior of probe packet trains, some
mathematical definitions and derivations have to be made.
In this paper, the analysis rely on a generic multiple-hop
model, presented in [10]. That model focuses on express-
ing the delay variations of adjacent probe packets. How-
ever, in this paper only the basics of that model is needed,
which is presented in the following subsection.

A. One-hop definitions

In what follows, the meaning of a hop is one router in-
cluding its queue and the outgoing link from that router.
This means that the arrival time of an arbitrary packet to
hop

���
is equal to the departure time of the same packet

from the previous hop
���

. Each router can have multiple
outgoing and incoming links.

When a packet ���	� arrives to the queue of hop
�

at time
�� , it begins its service time  ����� after a waiting time
of � ����� . The packet leaves the hop after a constant
propagation delay � at time 
��� . Thus, for the packet the
one-hop delay is

� ��� 
 ���� 
 ��� � ��  �� �"! (1)

In what follows, the index ���#� corresponds to the indexing
of probe packets.

Using the definition of the one-hop delay for one probe
packet (Equation 1), we can compare the one way delay of
two adjacent probe packets with each other. Three equa-
tions are derived (in [10])

inter-arrival time: $ ��� 
 � � 
 ��%'&
inter-departure time: $ �� � 
 �� � 
 ��(%'&

delay variation: ) � � � � � � ��%'&
� $ �� � $ �� �� � �  ��%'& �  

��� � � � ��%'& �*!
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When probing a network, sequences of $ �� are measured
at the receiver side. However, since $ � is part of the probe
train design, and therefore known, the transformation be-
tween ) � and $ �� is easily done.

The waiting time of two successive packets in an infinite
FIFO buffer is described by Lindley’s equation

� � ��� � ��%'&   � � $ �����  �� � (2)

where �  � � ���
	  � ���  � . The term � � is the waiting time
caused by cross traffic entering the current hop between
���%'& and 
�� .

III. CROSS-TRAFFIC EFFECTS ON PROBE STREAMS

Methods that probes a network path are typically di-
vided into two categories. Either a sequence of well sep-
arated packet pairs or a number of packet trains are in-
jected into the network. The dispersion (i.e. separation)
of the probe packets at the receiver side is then used in
different bandwidth estimation algorithms (using, for ex-
ample, dispersion mean values or dispersion variance). In
the following subsections we will show that there is a dif-
ference between using dispersion values from packet-train
and packet-pair methods.

A. Packet train

We have identified three different cross-traffic effects on
packet trains: mirror effects, chain reactions and quantifi-
cation effects. However, in this paper we only describe
mirror effects.

A.1 Mirror effects

The mirror effect arises if a packet train consists of at
least three probe packets ��� �� � � ���#� and ���   � . Assume
that packet ��� �� � and ���   � are unaffected by cross traffic
(i.e. � �(%'& � � � � & � � ). Then, if packet ���	� experiences a
waiting time of � � � � , ) � will get a positive value. Now,
packet ���   � will have a delay variation described by
) � � & � �� � � & �  � �  ��� � � & � � � � � ��� � � & � � � � , since the
two probe packets have the same size, i.e. the same service
time. Of course, in the expression for ) � the service times
can also be eliminated. Since neither packet ��� �� � nor
packet ���   � are delayed by cross traffic, the following
holds

) � � & � � � � & � � �� � � �
) � � � � � � ��%'&� � ����

) � � & � � ) � ! (3)

We define equation (3) as perfect mirroring. An example
of perfect mirroring is shown in Figure 1. The vertical
packets above the time line show when in time a probe
packet (white box) or a cross traffic packet (shaded boxes)
arrives at the router. The arc shows when in time all bits
of a packet have been received. When all bits are received,
the router can to start send the packet, which is shown be-
low the time line. The probe packet ���#� is delayed � � time
units and hence creates a perfect mirror effect, since the
probe packets ��� �� � and ���   � are unaffected.
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Fig. 1. Arrival and departure times for cross traffic (shaded
boxes) and probe packets (white boxes) entering a router.

In addition to the fact that packet ���#� can be delayed,
there is a possibility that one, or both of the probe packets
��� �� � and ���   � are affected by cross traffic. This will
of course blur the perfect mirror effect, i.e. equation (3)
does not hold. It is obvious that this possibility grows with
increasing cross traffic and/or probe send rate.

Exactly how Equation 3 is modified when more than one
probe packet is affected is left out in this paper.

B. Packet pair

In packet pair methods well separated probe pairs are
injected into the network. These pairs are independent of
each other, and therefore do not affect each other. Hence,
mirror effects can not occur. This means that the disper-
sion between two packets either increases or decreases de-
pending on weather the first or the second probe packet
was affected by cross traffic.

An example of when the separation increases can be
seen in Figure 1 if the white probe packet ���   � is ignored.
While, if probe ��� �� � is ignored the figure show when the
dispersion between two packets in a pair decrease.

C. Comparison

The main difference between packet-train and packet-
pair methods is that one cross-traffic packet affects at least
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two dispersion values in the train case1, while in the packet
pair case it only affects one dispersion value. In the packet
train case the two dispersion values are dependent of each
other. This might be exploitable, or perhaps may lead to
mistakes in calculations.

An important difference between the two cases is when
the variance � � is calculated. Variance is important, for
example, when creating models of cross traffic. We define
the variance as

� � � ������	�
 ��� & ��$ �� � $ �� �
�

where � is the number of measured values and  is the
mean. In the packet train case we refer to the perfect mirror
example in the previous section, where one probe packet
was affected by one cross traffic packet. We have two mea-
sured values, ) � and ) � � & where ) � � � ) � � & . The variance
in this case will be � � � ����� � � ) �� � � � � � �  � ) �� � � � � � � � �
) �� (remember, ) ��� $ �� � $ � ).

An comparable example using probe pairs is con-
structed by letting two well separated probe pairs traverse
the network path. Then, let only one of the two probe
pairs be affected by a cross traffic (only one cross traf-
fic packet, equivialent to the packet-train case). The vari-
ance will be � � � ����� � � ) �� � ) � �  � � � � ) � � � �
����� � � ) �� � � ) � �� � � �  � � � � � ) � �� � � � � ������ ) �� since one
of the pairs traverse the path unaffected (i.e. ) � � ). That
is, there is a difference when using packet pair and packet
train techniques.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the mirror effect on packet trains that are
traversing a network path has been investigated. This ef-
fect does not apply to packet pair methods, which gave
rise to the question whether packet pair and packet train
methods really measure the same characteristics of cross
traffic and link bandwidth. We have shown by a simple ex-
ample that the variance is not the same when using input
data from pairs and trains, respectively. These topics need
further research, and hopefully discussions will arise when
this information is displayed as a poster.
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